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OPEN PRESS CONFERENCE
26TH January - 15 p.m - ROOM 5 c/o Conference Center Düsseldorf SÜD
Marina di Portisco is a marina located in the heart of the Mediterranean, northeast of Sardinia
on the Costa Smeralda, a step away from the Maddalena Archipelago and from Tavolara.
Portisco offers 589 berths for boats from 4 to 90 metres, with draughts ranging from 2.5 to 9
metres, all served by drinking water, energy and an efficient waste collection service and
mooring assistance.
Wi-Fi is free.
Available on-demand services offered include sewage and bilge water pump-out services,
diver and special boat assistance. The port has a petrol station, even VAT-free. The
"waterfront" offers bars, restaurants, hotels, boutiques, shopping services, a supermarket, a
tobacco shop and a laundry.
***
Port Customers collect points (Portisco Privilege Program) which they can then use to fly,
stay in a hotel, rent a car, go to a restaurant, park without charges; they can also purchase
services, moor in other affiliated Marinas, and lower the mooring price in Portisco.
***
The Marina is the ideal temporary Mediterranean homeport. The Marina is safe and wellprotected from side winds, backwash and undertow. The following are just a few of the most
obvious advantages: direct flights to the UK, the possibility of towing, launching and technical
assistance to your boat, parking, several other affiliated ports for mooring at very convenient
prices, VAT 10%. We have various offers for those who choose this adventure and all are
truly convenient: fixed price mooring contracts for 8 or 12 seasons, or only for the ten/
eight months of winter each year, or even just for the summer as well as "wet & dry"
contracts.
***
Arrive to is easy. It is possible to cross the continent through the network of rivers and
canals in order to reach the Mediterranean in some days. We can do it for our Customers
who do not have the time, or we can simply accompany them, but the journey is impressive
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even without our help. Sailboats can raise their masts on deck by using our affiliated sites, be
it on the coasts of the English Channel, the North Sea or on those in the Mediterranean.
Obtaining an estimate and booking directly online for any mooring time period is possible.
Online prices are the best. It is also possible to book at the Port offices which are in any case
available to provide additional information.
A modern and innovative pricing system defines the immediate mooring price just as low-cost
airlines do. The price of each day of the year is low and competitive and increases as the
bookings for that day grow.
The Marina offers daily, weekly, weekend contracts and those for 11 months, for the winter,
for the summer and with a possible out-of-water stopover.
Obtaining a penalty exemption for booking cancellations and/or arrival delays due to bad
weather is also possible.
The press conference is open to journalists, but also to Marinas, Clubs, Associations and
boat owners.
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